Click On 4
DVD Activity Book
Key
**Unit 1 – There’s no place like home!**

1 a) terraced house – 5
mansion – 1
country house – 6
b) Suggested answer
The terraced house can be found in the centre of a town, the bungalow and detached house can be found in the suburbs and the mansion, the farmhouse and the country house can be found in villages or the countryside.

c) Ss’ own answers

2 a) bedroom – bedside table, TV, wardrobe, chest of drawers, fan
living room – TV, fan, settee, armchair
bathroom – washbasin, bathtub
kitchen – microwave oven, cooker, freezer, fan
b) central – heating
air – conditioning
fitted – kitchen
double-glazed – windows
master – bedroom
built-in – wardrobe
private – parking
entrance – hall

3 1 No  2 Yes  3 No  4 Yes

4 Similarities – both places are flats, both are in the same road
Differences – the second flat is more expensive (£6000), the second is larger with two bedrooms, the second flat has a sea view

5 a) 6 (hall, living room, kitchen, bathroom and two bedrooms)
b) 1 hall 2 double 3 left 4 chairs 5 kitchen 6 window 7 upstairs 8 attic 9 washbasin 10 garden

6 1 F 2 F 3 F 4 T 5 T 6 F 7 F 8 T 9 F 10 T

8 Suggested answers
1 b  2 b  3 a  4 a  5 b  6 a

10 Suggested answer
A: Hello, can I help you?
B: Yes, I’m interested in a property I saw in your window yesterday.
A: Which one, sir?
B: The two-bedroom detached house in Hamilton Street.
A: Unfortunately we secured a sale on that this morning.
B: That’s a shame.
A: Yes, I’m sorry about that. However, I do have another property on Hamilton Street that you might be interested in. It’s another beautiful house, more spacious with a view of the mountains. It has three bedrooms all with built-in wardrobes, a large living room, a luxurious bathroom and a newly fitted kitchen.
B: Oh, right.
A: It also has double-glazed windows, air conditioning and a garage.
B: What is the price difference with the first house?
B: It’s not that much. This one is £200,000, just £10,000 more than the one you were initially interested in.
B: That’s very good. Could we arrange a viewing?
A: Yes, of course we can. When would you be free?
B: Thursday would probably be best.

**Unit 2 – A rolling stone gathers no moss**

1 a) Suggested answers
Yes, I suppose I’m an adventurer. I love to travel to unusual places like deserts and jungles.
My ideal holiday would be to go hiking in the Swiss Alps with my sister.
I’d prefer a package holiday as everything is arranged for you.
I’d prefer a backpacking holiday as it gives a sense of freedom.
I’d prefer a camping holiday because you feel close to nature.
I’d prefer an activity holiday as you get the chance to do sports and activities to keep you fit.
I’d prefer a cruise because I love the sea.
I’d prefer a sightseeing holiday as I’m interested in visiting ancient monuments showing the history of a country.
I’d prefer a beach holiday because I could relax and sunbathe.
I’d prefer a skiing holiday as I don’t like the sun and I want a holiday where I can take a lot of exercise.
b) 1 activity holiday  2 skiing holiday  3 cruise  4 sightseeing holiday  5 camping holiday

2 Suggested answers
a) I like to travel by plane as it is much quicker than going by car.
b) I prefer to stay in a small, family-owned hotel as it is friendlier and usually quite cheap.
c) When I am on holiday I enjoy swimming, visiting local beauty spots and trying the special food of the area.

3 No 3 No 5 No
2 Yes 4 Yes 6 No

4 A tired 3 join 5 Friday
2 break 4 weekend 6 delighted
B tonight 3 mood 5 mind
2 dinner 4 feel

5 e 3 g 5 f 7 d
2 c 4 a 6 b

6 1 help me 4 miles from here
2 problem 5 give us directions
3 way 6 get into town

7 1 3 1 5 1 7 1
2 C 4 C 6 C 8 C

8 1 a 2 b 3 a 4 b 5 a

9 Name: Howard Downing
No. of rooms: 1
Type of room(s): double room
No. of days: 2
Dates: 22nd and 23rd
Amount per night: £60 (including breakfast)

10 Suggested answers
Making and accepting an invitation
A: Hi, Lucy.
B: Oh, hi Sophie. How are you?
A: I’m really well. And you?
B: I’m fine thanks but I’m a bit stressed.
A: Are you working too hard?
B: Yes, I have been working long hours and I need a break.
A: Well, Alex and I were thinking of going on a picnic by the sea. Why don’t you join us? We’d love you to come with us.
B: What a great idea. That sounds lovely.
A: Why don’t you bring Peter and it’ll be a fantastic day.
B: When are you going?

A: We’re thinking about Sunday. Is that a good day for you?
B: Sunday is perfect for us. I’ll give Peter a call. He’ll be delighted.
A: Great. See you on Sunday.
B: Thanks. Bye.

Booking a hotel room
A: Hotel Byron. Kathy speaking, how can I help you?
B: Hello. I’d like to book a room, please.
A: Fine. When would that be for?
B: Do you have any vacancies for this weekend? We’d like a double room with a shower.
A: That’s June 3rd and 4th. Let me check our bookings. Oh, I’m really sorry but we’re fully booked for the weekend.
B: That’s a pity.
A: Just a moment. There seems to have been a cancellation.
B: Fantastic.
A: OK. What name shall I make the booking under?
B: George Bradley. That’s B-R-A-D-L-E-Y.
A: That’s fine, Mr Bradley. We’ll be expecting you on Saturday June 3rd.
B: Thank you. Could you tell me how much it costs for two nights?
A: Each night is £50 so that’s £100 for the weekend. Breakfast is included.
B: Thanks again. Bye.

Unit 3 – Remember days gone by

Suggested answers
- Yes, I enjoy learning about the history of my country and finding out about famous people who had a great influence on the development of the world.
- Life was harder for most people 200 years ago as there was a big difference between the living standards of the rich and poor. Women did not have the freedom or the educational opportunities they have today. Also people suffered from many diseases and died at a younger age as medicine was not as developed.
- Probably the best known character in the history of Greece is Alexander the Great. He was famous for conquering many countries and controlling a huge empire stretching from Greece to modern day India.

2 Suggested answers
1 Louis Pasteur invented a process called pasteurisation which killed germs in liquids. He also helped develop a vaccination against smallpox.
2 Christopher Columbus discovered America and opened the way for European exploration and colonisation.
3 Johannes Gutenberg invented the printing press which helped make books available to more people.
4 Isaac Newton formulated the law of gravity which changed the way scientists looked at the movements of the planets.
5 Albert Einstein formulated the theory of relativity and changed the way scientists looked at space and time.
6 Marie Curie discovered radium which led to the development of x-rays.

1 Emily and Anne
2 the family's furniture and personal possessions
3 the mid-nineteenth century
4 quiet, demure, fiercely passionate and ambitious
5 tiny, plain
6 her employer

1 a You're never going to believe this!
b I've got some bad news.
c But what happened?
d ... have you heard about Tony and Sandra?

1 C 2 A 3 B

5 1 B 2 C 3 D 4 A
2 1 B 2 A
Exchange 1 – A Exchange 2 – B

6 A 5 C 3 E 1 G 4
B 2 D 7 F 6

7 1 b 2 b 3 a 4 b 5 a

8 1 Yes 3 No 5 No
2 No 4 Yes 6 No

9 Suggested answers

Giving news
A: Hello.
B: Hi!
A: You're never going to believe this.
B: What?
A: Guess who has been made captain of the football team.
B: Nat Chris Black, surely?
A: That's right.
B: You've got to be kidding me.

Introducing people
A: Helen, have you met the people I work with?
B: No, I haven't.
A: Allow me to introduce you to Mary, my boss.
B: Pleased to meet you, Mary.
A: You must meet Nicky, our secretary.
B: Nice to meet you, Helen.
A: And Helen, this is Mark, our technician.
B: Hi, Mark.
13 Suggested answers

Making a doctor’s appointment
A: NHS, good morning.
B: Hello. I’d like to make an appointment with a GP, please.
A: Surgery hours are from eight to eleven in the morning. When would be convenient?
B: Is Thursday at ten o’clock OK? Could the doctor see me then?
A: That’s fine. Oh no, I’m sorry, he has an appointment at ten. Would ten thirty be OK?
B: Yes, that would be fine.
A: I’ll just need your name and your telephone number, please.
B: Yes, it’s Louise Wesley and my phone number is 567 4487.
A: And what’s your social security number?
B: It’s 38919026.
A: Thank you very much and we’ll see you on Thursday.
B: Thank you. Goodbye.

At the chemist’s
A: Good morning, madam. How can I help you?
B: Good morning. I’d like a packet of Tummycalm tablets, please.
A: You’re going to need a prescription for those.
B: Oh yes, of course. I’m sorry. I’ve got an upset stomach and I’m just not thinking straight.
A: That’s OK. Let me have a look.
B: There you are.
A: Thanks. I won’t keep you a minute. Could I just ask you to sign the back of the prescription, madam, please?
B: Yes, of course.
A: I’ve got a pen for you.
B: Thanks.
A: Here we are. That’ll be £6, please.
B: £6. There you are.
A: OK. Thanks very much. Goodbye.
B: Thank you. Bye-bye.

Unit 5 – Be clean, be green

1 A not enough water/rain in some areas leading to drought
B oil slicks in the sea kill wildlife
C fumes from factory chimneys without filters cause air pollution
D raw sewage and effluents disposed of in sea and rivers
E natural disasters such as flooding cause problems to the economies of third world countries
F society produces too much rubbish which cannot easily be disposed of
G some animals are in danger of extinction
H destruction of the rain forests

2 Ss’ own answers

3 1 London is one of the most crowded cities in Europe.
2 Kew Gardens is a protected area.
3 There are lots of tropical plants in the Palm House.
4 Scientists from other countries use Kew Gardens for research.
5 Plants in the Alpine House are kept cool with machines.
6 Kew Gardens teaches us how to protect the environment.

4 a) The three dialogues are all concerned with environmental problems and pollution.
b) A recycling
   B collect rubbish and put it in bins
   C write a letter of complaint to the local Council

5 1 … how could I join? 3 … like to donate?
   2 … what happens then?

6 a) filth (fumes/pollution) coming out of the exhaust pipe of the car
   b) car driver – smog mask
      cyclist – lead free petrol

Ss’ own answers

7 1 seriously 5 birds 9 all
2 asking 6 maybe 10 ears
3 look 7 different
4 protecting 8 mighty

8 1 against 5 about 9 far/much/even
2 order 6 that 10 as
3 on 7 being
4 who 8 many

9 1 centre 4 coconuts 7 1762
2 different 5 mango 8 50 metres
3 bananas 6 mountainsides

10 Ss’ own answers

Unit 6 – Necessity is the mother of invention

1 a) A electric light bulb E telephone
   B television F computer
   C microscope G fax machine
   D CD H video camera

b) Suggested answers

The light bulb helped us change our daily schedules as we don’t just have to rely on natural light to see.
The television has provided us with cheap entertainment at home.
The microscope has helped scientists discover new diseases. The CD has given us better quality music recordings. The telephone has helped us keep in touch with friends and family. The computer has given us the opportunity to store lots of information in a small space. The fax has helped businesses finalise deals and exchange contracts more quickly. The video camera has given us the chance to record family events and special occasions.

2 1 C 2 D 3 C 4 B 5 A
3 1 c 3 a 5 b 7 e
2 f 4 g 6 d
4 A 1 ... be the problem? 2 ... clean A4 paper, sir?
B 3 ... a problem? 5 ... bring another fax?
4 ... like a refund?

5 1 house 3 kitchen 5 off
2 minute 4 burnt/burned 6 phone

6 1 C 3 G 5 D 7 E
2 F 4 A 6 B
7 1 T 2 F 3 F 4 T 5 F 6 T
2 Sizewell is on the east coast of England.
3 There used to be a lot of noise and dirt at Sizewell.
5 Scientists and specialists work at Sizewell.

9 1 a 2 b 3 b 4 a 5 b

10 Ss’ own answers

Unit 7 – On the market

1 Ss’ own answers

2 Ss’ own answers

3 1 guards at the Tower of London
2 cotton
3 police badge
4 navy blue
5 on special occasions
6 jacket, waistcoat, (pinstriped) trousers

4 1 ... help you? 4 ... like to pay?
2 ... changing rooms, please? 5 ... was it again?
3 ... a bit pale?
B: Would you like a new strap or do you want to exchange the watch for another style?
A: I really like the watch so I’d prefer a new strap. A red leather one if possible.
B: We don’t have a red one but we have a dark blue suede one.
A: That’s perfect. I’ll take that one.
B: Fine. I’ll just fit the new one for you.
A: Thank you very much for your help.

**Unit 8 – First come, first served**

1. Ss’ own answers
   A. roast meat (beef, pork, lamb)
   B. spaghetti and minced meat sauce
   C. Chinese prawns
   D. mixed grill/barbecued meat (burgers, chops, sausages)

2. a) Suggested answers
   Junk food is food which is quick and easy to prepare and is often unhealthy. I like it because it is tasty/I don’t like it as it contains too much fat and makes me put on weight.

   b) Ss’ own answers
   1. a 2. a 3. a 4. b 5. b

3. 1. reservation 2. name 3. table 4. waitress

4. 1. order 2. vegetable 3. pasta 4. have 5. sauce 6. anything 7. fine 8. want

5. A. 1. steak 2. raw 3. terribly 4. cook
   B. 1. bill 2. alright 3. credit cards 4. of course

6. A. 1. steak 2. raw 3. terribly 4. all
   B. 1. bill 2. alright 3. credit cards 4. of course

7. 1. Scientists and doctors say that many of our foods contain too much fat.
   2. Meals on Wheels is for people who cannot shop for themselves.
   3. Meals on Wheels calculate the calories before cooking the food.
   4. It is important that people have one good meal a day.
   5. Unhealthy bacteria can develop if the food is not kept hot.
   6. People volunteer to deliver the meals.
   7. The meals are delivered in the volunteers’ cars.
   8. Many people are satisfied with the meals.

8. 1. b 2. a 3. c 4. d 5. a

9. 1. a 2. b 3. a 4. b 5. a

10. | **SEAN** | **JULIE** |
    |---|---|
    | Starters | Caesar salad | vegetable soup |
    | Main Course | steak with mushroom sauce | pasta mix |
    | Beverages | still water | still water |

11. **Suggested answers**
   A. Good evening. Are you ready to order?
   B. Yes, I think I’ll have the smoked salmon for starters.
   A. And for the main course?
   B. For the main course I’ll have the roast beef. Erm, can I have the beef rare, please? And some winter vegetables.
   A. Of course. Would you like something to drink?
   B. Some of your house red wine would be nice.
   A. Thank you, sir.

   Later
   B. Excuse me, waitress.
   A. Yes, sir. Is there a problem?
   B. I asked for the meat to be rare but it is so well done it is almost burnt. And the vegetables are practically raw. Please could you bring me another plate of beef.
   A. I do apologise, sir. I’ll get you another immediately and I’ll mention this to the chef.
   B. Thank you very much.

**Unit 9 – Just for the fun of it**

1. Ss’ own answers

2. Ss’ own answers

3. mountain climbing, scuba diving, snowboarding, hang-gliding, paragliding, canoeing

4. 1. safety 2. priority 3. techniques 4. experience 5. looks 6. cool

5. 1. book 2. now 3. two 4. great 5. £5.80


8. 1. b 2. a 3. b 4. a 5. a
10 1 ... help you? 4 ... be prepared to do so?
2 ... the name? 5 ... that we have here?
3 ... to help us? 6 ... able to start?

11 Suggested answers
- A: I was wondering if I could borrow your new CD. I’d love to listen to it.
  B: Certainly. Keep it for as long as you like.
- A: Let me help you carry those logs. They look so heavy and you could injure your back.
  B: OK, thanks. That’s very kind of you.
- A: Excuse me. Can you tell me how much these oranges are, please?
  B: They’re two euros a kilo.
  A: Thanks. I’d like three kilos, please.

Unit 10 – Breaking news

1 Ss’ own answers

2 Ss’ own answers

3 Suggested answer
  A: What kind of programmes do you like to watch on TV?
  B: I prefer films and documentaries.
  A: Why?
  B: I can catch up with the films I missed at the cinema. Documentaries educate me and inform me about different cultures and lifestyles.

4 1 early in the morning
2 from computers
3 because there is no opportunity to rehearse what you’re going to say
4 every half hour
5 local news and travel and national news stories

5 1 looking 3 covers 5 try 7 news
2 main 4 take 6 week 8 forty

6 1 a 2 a 3 a 4 b 5 b
7 1 c 2 e 3 b 4 a 5 d